Famed Violinist Gives Popular Concert Here February 11

Robinoff and his violin came to Jacksonville Wednesday and they will not soon be forgotten. Mr. Robinoff is a teacher that will be remembered, but the brief informal appearance he made at the high school and college assembly...
MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT
ACCOMPLISHED FOR MERIT OF RECENT PRODUCTION

The first dramatic production of the Musical Guild was successfully presented on January 13.

An audience of students, faculty, and friends filled the Community Center to overflowing, and for them the event was a great success, both in aesthetic and entertainment value. The performance was able to entertain the public and provide a meaningful experience for all involved.

The play was fast-moving and well-paced, with the actors displaying impressive acting skills and the audience thoroughly engaged.

It is not often that such an event is possible on such a short notice, but this performance truly demonstrated the talent and dedication of the group involved.

On Wednesday, January 28, Jimmy Simpson and his orchestra played music for the Frolic, a successful and enjoyable event.

Frolic Acclaimed Great Success; Simpson Plays

Several of the more humorous and characteristic of the people in the audience commented on the performance and lauded the efforts of the performers. The audience was highly impressed with the talent on display and the overall quality of the production.

The performance was well-received, with the audience clapping and cheering throughout.

The event was a testament to the hard work and dedication of all involved, and a shining example of what can be achieved with a little creativity and determination.

In particularly, the students who have been involved in the production have shown great promise and have demonstrated their potential for future success in the field of musical entertainment.

On Saturday, March 12, thedrive announced its plans to hold a national meeting, and all interested parties are invited to attend.

Miss Charlotte Claypool and her escort, John Williams, freshman class president, pose before the heart through which they led the class in the strains of "Heart To Heart."
Faculty Disciplinary Committee

It may seem to the average student on our campus that the Student Government Association is no longer a competent disciplinary body. The membership has apparently been taken over in some way a faculty disciplinary committee. Such a view is inaccurate because only a minor part of the activities of student government was relinquished, a part of the negative side of the change. The student side is still in the hands of their elected representatives.

But let us consider what has really happened in the turning over of disciplinary problems to the faculty. It is a fact.

As some of us know, for a long period the Executive Board, a branch of the SGA composed of representatives from each dormitory and class, and certain other men, made up the Student Government Association, with a faculty member as advisor, composed a court to pass on questions of discipline.

Major cases of misconduct were discussed by the faculty and the director of the dormitories. At that time enrollment of the college was very small compared with what it is now. Misbehavior seems to have been more common then. The Executive Board was necessary when intoxication, continuous breaking of rules after a reprimand, leaving dormitories,(lockers, and improvised dorm room the very few cases were brought to the attention of the Executive Board; however, few were handled quietly, wisely, and capably.

Two years ago, when the enrollment began to increase markedly, the disposition to deal satisfactorily with all offenders seemed unfortunately to disappear. The student body generally seemed to become disinterested in accepting the responsibility for maintaining a standard of worthy behavior on the campus. On the advice of those in authority the task was assumed by a faculty disciplinary committee.

This committee has, as may well be understood, considered the matter of disciplinary action from all angles. It has been most seriously attempted to establish a set of standards which serve as guides in passing on questions brought before it.

The new Student Government Committee Mezner Member
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The two very capable and energetic leaders of the Calhoun and Morgan literary societies, James Hubbard and Billy Collier, are shown above as they posed for the photographer.

STUNT NIGHT SUCCESS: DAUGETTE HALL GIVES WINNING STUNT

The original purpose of the stunt night was to raise money for the gold souvenirs football team of our inductees from all the surrounding municipalities. But it turned out to be a grand night of fun. This project was sponsored by the class officers.

Four of our five dormitories participated in the activities of this stunt night. Each dormitory had a stunt that was presented to the class officers.

Once Ashworth was master of ceremonies for the Pommel House. They performed a typical light is one of a few boys' rooms. The victim was William Johnson. He was bound, gagged, and thrown into a payphone booth. The other boys in the room laughed at Johnson's efforts to resist.

Student government promotes good character, which is essential for growth. A student's character is symbolic of his moral integrity and ideas. In student government, the student finds an opportunity to express himself, to work for the good of the school, to develop consistent and consistent attitudes and to accept responsibility. All these attributes come into play in the Pommel House stunt.

Through its services and discipline, the education of the student body is encouraged and strengthened. The student body looks to its student officers for the leadership it needs. When the student government officers perform their tasks thoroughly and efficiently, they inspire their followers to do likewise. We are not interested in the selection of our governors, but if we are selected, we expect to be treated with consideration and respect.

The objectives of student participation in the student body are to benefit the students, and for the students, and in many cases, the students are not interested in the work. They are interested in the quality of education, and we believe that the student government should be financially accountable.
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The symphony orchestra will play the winner, as "Jalousie," "Embraceable You," and the students and others may say that the present condition of the literary group is caused by weakness inherent in the organizations themselves, but we contend that it is caused by apathy of the students and the failure of a sufficient number to realize the full aims of college life; that with the cooperation of the student body, the two societies may again revive to such an extent that they will unite the interest of all newcomers to the campus.

Therefore, students, please remember that there is ground live and let live. As we have said, it is more compact and a more commonly understood expression than "participation in the school control." The objectives of student participation are:

1. To remove two main groups: benefactors of the school and students. But actually there is but one group, because anything that is bad for the student is bad for the school and that of the college. It believes, however, that these interests are really one. Whatever is bad for the student body is bad for the school and bad for society in general.

It is hoped that sooner or later the old sense of morale; to give complete understanding of the organization, who holds such cooperation.

The voices of the majority low faith in the student council. It believes, however, that even more committee. When the majority low faith in the student council, has a power; ability to be of all the students on that night. It is hoped that sooner or later the old sense of morale will be restored; to give complete understanding of the organization, who holds such cooperation.
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The Spotlight Shines On

Roy Anderson

Roy is a pre-pharmacy student, college at the University of Anderson this month in a big this year. for

Time Flies

The time to act is now at hand—

Time flies,

Do things worth while, let mis-

Time flies.

Students...

We are announcing the purchase of the new STANDARD SERVICE STATION

on South Pelham Road. We

We Invite You To Call On Us.
Many late hours spent in hunting. He was portrayed as a sturdy, even to the bound dog.

Orwell Douglas, Syracra, was a unique example of Cupid '48. Maybe he won't be overworked here this year.

Martin Douglas, Syracra, and Earl Roberts, Collinsville, were wearing tattered hats and patched overalls in a representation of the hillbillies.

Gene Wood had the scrutinizing look of Dick Tracy as he performed his detective duties for the day.

Clarence Johnson was very youthfully dressed if he were a fifteen-year-old girl just returning from a game of tennis.

J. P. Cain, Hartselle, was very nattily dressed in that new baseball outfit (new look) for '48 as he went to the bud &g. Simyru, was an example of Cupid '48.

He won't be worn out.

Sylaeu/&g., Collinsville, were ed hats and patched overalls in a representation of the hillbillies.

Howard Warren, Alpine, was very dignified in an Indian suit, even to the usual bow and arrow.

Lamar Phillips, Anniston, made a ghostly appearance dressed as a typical phantom.

Charlie Sisley, Guntersville, a fiddling cowboy, with all the trimmings, was even accompanied frequently by a melodious chorus.

Ken Smith, Collinsville, made a very hot appearance in a sizzling shirt.

Red Long, Collinsville, was very nattily dressed in that new baseball outfit (new look) as he went to the bud &g. Simyru, was an example of Cupid '48.

E. V. McCoy, Anniston, secretary-treasurer; and J. V. McCollum, Jacksonville, reporter.

BUILDING COMMISSION GIVES JTSC $75,000 FUND FOR WATER AND HEAT

Montgomery, Ala.—The State Building Commission announced last week that it had granted $1,893,773 for the carrying out of

In their comical (though very fashionable) attire, J-Club initiates sit weekly in front of a few older members of the J-Club, who are responsible for "dreaming up" the fashions.

It's Another Headline Record

Louis Prima's "With a Hey and a Hi and a Ho Ho Ho" (RCA Victor)...

A trumpeter of long experience, Louis knows when he's hit the right note in smoking pleasure. Here's a dyed-in-the-wool Camel fan. "Camels are the 'choice of experience' with me," says Prima.

Try Camel! Let your own experience tell you why, with smokers who have tried and compared, Camels are the "choice of experience."

CAMEL IS MY BRAND!

And here's another great record—

More people are Smoking CAMELS than ever before!
Gamecocks Win 15 Out Of 18 Games

LOYOLA FIRST VICTOR OVER JSTC QUINTET

The Gamecocks lost their first game of the year in collegiate competition when they fell before the dashing panther and shooting of Loyola's University's Wolfes, 94-36, in a real basketball thriller played in the college gym.

Coach J. W. Stephenson's classy Gamecocks put up a stiff 55-kill fight before losing to the strong New Orleans University combination which boasts one of the best rogue records in the South. The game stayed in the balance most of the way through three full quarters, and the Wolves from Loyola managed to gain a really safe margin only in the final minute. Half-hour time gave the visitors a 22-13 edge, but the difference was narrowed to four points by the end of the third quarter.

In the fourth quarter, however, the well-coached Loyola crew took the initiative and gained complete control of the game with some of the best passing and general floor work the Gamecocks have had to compete with all season.

Carlin, guard, was the big scoring threat in the Loyola Wolf pack as he ran his count to fifteen in the game. Jim Brown, forward, scored 11 points for the visitors and Hugh Osb, the Wolves' brilliant freshman center, accounted for nine more.

Ray Anderson and James Ray, both new to the Jacksonville line-up this year, tapped the Gamecocks score sheet with ten points each. Bales had six counters to his credit and the other points were contributed by Nip Posey and J. C. Stancil, with four each, Gilbert Ayers, Jesse Morgan, and Jim Whitley, with three each, Thomas, with two and Curtis Johnson, with one.

JSTC BEATS WEST G.A. WITH SCORE OF 68-36

The Gamecocks marked up another easy win on January 28 in their inter-collegiate basketball combination as they toppled West Georgia College, 44-16.

Coach Stephenson didn't see too much to worry about, however, over the two counters to his credit and the other points were contributed by Nip Posey and J. C. Stancil, with four each, Gilbert Ayers, Jesse Morgan, and Jim Whitley, with three each, Thomas, with two and Curtis Johnson, with one.

THE TRACOLA

Thursday, Feb. 18, 1914

Posey On The Court

(A paraphrase of "Cassy at the Bat"—By Bokey McChillian)

The outlook wasn't brilliant for the Gamecocks five that night. They couldn't seem to catch a shot, missed them left and right; So, when Ayers missed a long one and Johnson did the same, A dandy couple ofν the features of the patrons of the game. They trailed one-point with minutes left; it looked extremely rough. They hadn't dreamed the team that night was going to be so tough.

Every time they shot the ball, it sailed ten feet or more, Hit the ring and bounded around and fell upon the floor.

A group of students got up to go, leaving three of the rest. With that noise which springs from when the human breast, For they thought if only Posey could get into the game, They knew with Captain Posey there, it wouldn't be the same.

But Posey sat upon the bench, a figure pale and sad. Wondering why he had been benched, he had never been so bad. Sun on the stickety nectar, a death-like silence lay. For there seemed but little chances of Posey's getting into play.

The Gamecock five came down the court, determined, gasping, faint. "We'll win this game in spite of all—or what they thought they'd win it at—sick as an ankle, turned, a snap, a groove, a point. Someone came out to help the boy who had to leave the game.

Then from the gladiating multitude went up a joyous yell, It rumbled in the mountain tops, it rattled in the dell. There were yells that lingered, lingered, lingered, and echoed deep. For Posey, Captain Posey, was walking on the court.

There was ease in Posey's manner as he stepped into his place, There was pride in Posey's bearing and a smile on Posey's face. And when responding to the cheers he bowed and smiled again, No stranger in the crowd could doubt 'twas Posey in the game.

Ten thousand eyes were on him when to him was passed the ball, Five thousand tongues applauded and looked at him in awe. The outgoing man did guard the boy, the ball was on his hip, Delirium gained in Posey's eye, a sheet curled Posey's lip.

They then set their fast-breaking strategy to work in the last two counters to score 34 additional points while their tight zone defense worked exceptionally well on the opposite college court.

Kitchens, Mississippi forward, scored eighteen points during the crucial inter-collegiate match while Library, his fast-breaking partner, at guard, tallied a total of 17. Parker, the other forward, had 12 points for the visitors.

Ham Rains led the veteran Gamecock crew with fifteen counters, followed by Jesse Morgan and Nip Posey with twelve each.

The Mississippi College team was the second college outfit to put the Gamecocks on the proverbial floor of the court during the season this year in their 12-game campaign to date.

JAX CAGERS WIN OVER TROY IN COLLEGE GYM

The Gamecocks, using primarily defensive strategy, marked up their twelfth inter-collegiate win in their twelfth game on February 2 when they beat the Troy State Trojans 44-24.

And now the big brown leather ball was sliding down the road, So straight, so true, the arc, the spin, my goal, that boy could shoot. Over all with speeding grace the ball unheeded tore. It hit the board, it rolled the rim and dropped upon the floor.

But Posey quickly grabbed the ball and flipped it across his back, Up and up the ball did rise, then fell right into the sack. The whistle blew a piercing note, "no goal", the referee cried. "You moved both feet; that's traveling, son; by rules we must abide." From the benches black with people, there went up a muttered roar, Like the beating of the storm waves on a stern and distant shore. "Kill him, kill the referee", shouted someone in the stand. And it's likely they'd have killed him had not Posey raised his hand.

With a smile of Christian charity Captain Posey's visiting home. He signaled to the referee and bid the game go on. From once again the whistle blew, the game was under way. But the first thing the umpire did was call a foul on Ray. "Fraid" cried the saddened thousands, and the echoes answered, "Fraid". But one soul looked from Posey and the audience was saved. They saw his face grow cold and stern, they saw his muscles strain. And they knew that Captain Posey wouldn't kiss that back again.

The opposition missed the shot and Posey has the ball. We seconds left he's out in front and heading for the goal. He's way ahead, an easy shot, an easy clip, at that.

And once again the polls are heard resonating on the flat. Out somewhere in this favored land little children play. Students laugh and parents smile and joys fill the day. But around the halls of STC, there is a solemn sight. For Posey missed the backboard and lost the game that night.

"My cigarette is the MILD cigarette... & that's why Chesterfield is my favorite"

Ronald Reagan
The Gamecocks didn't win their second basketball contest of the season on the 22nd, losing to the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame, 59-48, in Dublin, Ohio. The Gamecocks were led by Tom Howard with 27 points, while Notre Dame was led by Pat McKenna with 25 points.

JACKETS CAGERS WIN OVER TROY IN COLLEGE GYM

The Gamecocks used primary defender, strategy marked up its 11th straight collegiate win of the season on February 2 when they defeated the Troy State Troubles, 98-38.

Coach Stephenson used his reserves of the game against the Trojans. Whitlow scored the Gamecocks scoring with seven points, followed by James Ray with seven, Roy Anderson with five points and Curtis Johnson with five points each. The Gamecocks didn't have much trouble at any time during the fast break. The Gamecocks managed to set a new high score of the season on February 16 when they defeated the Troy State Troubles, 98-38.

LIVINGSTON BOWS TO GAMECOCK CAGERS

The Jacksonville State Teachers College took its 18th victory of the season on February 14, 54-51, over the Mercer Bears of Macon, Ga.

The game was nip and tuck all the way, being tied five times during the last two periods. The Gamecocks managed to gain overtime point advantage before freezing the ball for the final two minutes and 45 seconds.

Willes, Mercer's reserve forward, led the scoring with 18 points followed by Jacksonville's Tom Jones who tallied 15. Roy Anderson made 15 points for the Gamecocks and James Ray pitched in ten.

The Gamecocks beat their fifth state opponent in the college gym Tuesday night when they toppled Livingston State Teachers in a 65-60 contest, with a 10-11 deadlock at the half.

Ham Rivers was the leading scorer in the earlier fracas with a lead of 14, Jesse Morton, Tom's Whitlow, and James Ray tallied 13 each, and J. C. Stephenson did even better with 20.

Baskin, Livingston center, closed the scoring for with 11, followed by Wagner closely, with 9, and White with 7. Webb made three, Mills put in two and Meehan contributed a 9-20.

The Gamecocks will travel to Jacksonville for their last game of the season on February 16, with a 6-2 record.

NOTICE

We see that the latest fade for the "gentlemen" is growing a beard. The rest of you men will have to play your part more accurately. We'll be watching. Don't miss the big race — it should be exciting.

Coach Don Bailey was invited to be the speaker at the annual football banquet at his high school alma mater in White Plains, N. Y., the school which was written up in the Saturday Evening Post because of its superior team, and because of its superior team.